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Let r be a power of a prime number p, Fr be the finite field of r elements, and
Fr[T] be the polynomial ring over Fr . As an analogue to the Riemann zeta function
over Z, Goss constructed the zeta function ‘Fr[T](s) over Fr[T]. In order to study
this zeta function, Thakur calculated the divided power series associated to the zeta
measure +x on Fr[T]v , where v is a finite place of Fr(T ). This paper calculates the
divided power series associated to the zeta measure on Fr[T]=Fr[[ 1T]] and
expresses ‘Fr[T](s) by an integral of some locally analytic function.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let r be a power of a prime number p, and Fr be the finite field with
cardinality r. We will study the polynomial ring A=Fr[T] over Fr . Let
k=Fr(T ) be the fraction field of A. The degree of an element : in A (as
a polynomial in T ) is denoted by degT (:), or just deg (:) if there is no
confusion. We define degT (0)=&.
By comparing the polynomial ring Fr[T] with the ring of integers Z, we
set
A+=[monic polynomials in Fr[T]]
as the set of ‘‘positive’’ elements of Fr[T]. Moreover, we have the well
known analogies: Q W k, R W k=Fr(( 1T)), C W C=the completion of
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an algebraic closure of k . We also denote A=Fr[[
1
T]]. As an analogue
to the special values of the classical Riemann zeta function, Carlitz [Ca1]





for k # Z+. In order to establish an analytic theory over function fields,
Goss [Go2, Chap. 8] constructed the ‘‘complex plane’’ S=C__Zp ,
which is actually a topological group. As a special case of the L-series
which Goss constructed over function fields, the zeta function ‘(s)=‘(x, y)








x& j \ :
degT (a)= j
a # A+
(a) &y+ , (1)
where (a)=T &degT (a) } a is the 1-unit part of the multiplicative decomposi-
tion of a as an element in k_ , and a
s=xdegT (a) } ((a) ) y. Under this notation,
we see ‘(k)=‘(T k, k) is the power sum which Carlitz studied for integers
k1. Like what we do on the classical Riemann zeta function, we will
investigate the special values ‘(x, &k) for non-negative integers k. To








for an integer k0.
Let v be a finite place of k, so v corresponds to a prime ideal of A
generated by a monic irreducible polynomial ?v of Fr[T]. Let Av be the
completion of A at v, kv be the fraction field of Av , and Cv be the comple-
tion of a fixed algebraic closure of kv . We see the summation a ak on the
right side of Eq. (1a) is in A and the values z(x, &k) for integers k0 can
be interpolated v-adically. By Goss’ theory of L-series over function fields,
the v-adic interpolation ‘v(tv) of the zeta function over Fr[T] has the
variable tv in the topological group C_v _Sv with Sv=Zp_Z(r
dv&1),
dv= the degree of v. For any a # A_v , it has a canonical decomposition
a=|v(a)(a) v where |v(a) # +rdv&1=(rdv&1)st roots of 1 in A_v and (a) v
is the 1-unit of a at v. Let a # A_v , tv=(xv , sv) with sv=(sv, 0 , sv, 1), we
define
atv=xdegT (a)v } a
sv and asv=(|v(a))sv, 1 } ((a) v)sv, 0.
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x& jv \ :v |3 a a
&sv+ , (2)
where tv=(xv , sv) # C_v _Sv , and a # A
+. It is clear from the above defini-
tion that ‘v(x, &k, &k)=(1&?kv x
&dv) z(x, &k). We refer to [Go2, Chap. 8]
for more details of the zeta functions over function fields.
In order to relate the zeta function introduced above to analytic theory,
we want to determine a family of measures +x on Av (or more precisely,
‘‘tempered’’ distributions on Av) such that
|
Av
tk d+x(t)=z(x, &k) (3)
for integers k0, in Section 2. Such a measure +x is associated with a
divided power series which we will define in Section 2. The calculation of
the divided power series of +x was done by Thakur [Th]. In Section 3, we
will study integrals over the compact space A=Fr[[
1
T]] and will define
a measure + ()x such that
|
A
tk d+ ()x (t)=‘(x, &k). (4)
The measure +x on Av and the measure + ()x on A are called the zeta
measures. The computation of the divided power series associated to + ()x
will be given in Section 4.
2. THE ZETA MEASURE DEFINED ON Av
As Eq. (3) only involves the integrals of power functions, +x is in fact an
element in (kv[t])*Cv=Homkv(kv[t], kv)Cv , where the tensor
product is taken over kv . From this point of view, we will look at the
Carlitz polynomials Gn(t) and G$n(t), for n=0, 1, 2, ..., which were first
studied by Carlitz [Ca2].
We define some useful constants in A in the following
v [i]=T r i&T for i positive integer.
v Li=1 if i=0; and Li=[i] } [i&1] } } } [1] if i is a positive integer.
v Di=1 if i=0; and Di=[i] } [i&1]r } } } [1]r
i&1
if i is a positive
integer.

















for non-negative integer i.
Definition 2.1. For any non-negative integer n, write n in r-digit




(Ei (t))ni, and G$n(t)= ‘
s
i=0
G$ni r i (t),
where





The polynomials Gn(t) and G$n(t) are called Carlitz polynomials.
From the above definition, both Gn(t) and G$n(t) are polynomials of
degree n in t, for n0. We refer to [Go2, Chap. 3] for the general proper-
ties of these polynomials. Let C(X, Y) denote the space of continuous
functions from the space X to the space Y. Then C(Av , kv) is a kv-Banach
space under the sup norm & }& : & f &=supt # Av[ | f (t)|], and we have
Theorem 2.1 (Wagner [Wa1]). A function f from Av to kv is continuous
if and only if f can be expanded by the Carlitz polynomials Gn(t): f (t)=
n=0 an Gn(t), where an  0, and & f &=maxn[ |an |]. Moreover, the expan-
sion coefficient an can be written as
an=(&1)m :
deg(:)<m
G$rm&1&n(:) f (:) (5)
for any integer m such that rm>n.




cnGn*: cn # Cv for all n0= ,
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where [Gn*]n0 is dual to [Gn(t)]n0 ,
Gn*(Gm)=(Gm , Gn*)=$n, m={1, if n=m;0, if n{m.
To consider the space Meas(Av , Cv) of Cv -valued measures on Av , firstly
we know that Meas(Av , Cv) is dual to C(Av , Cv)=C(Av , kv)Cv , there-
fore Gn* # Meas(Av , Cv) for all n0. For +1 , +2 # Meas(Av , Cv), the
convolution of +1 and +2 , denoted by +1 V +2 , is defined by
|
Av
f (t) d(+1 V +2)(t)=|
Av \|Av f (x+ y) d+1(x)+ d+2( y),
for any f # C(Av , Cv).
Under the usual addition and the above convolution as multiplication,








: cn is bounded in Cv for n0= ,
where Cv is identified in R as Cv } (z00!) and [znn !]n0 is a set of formal









for any non-negative integers n and m. Then we have




for all integers n0,
is an isomorphism.
Hence we can identify Gn* with znn ! for each non-negative integer n, and
Meas(Av , Cv) with R. Therefore, assume +=n0 cn(znn !) # Meas(Av , Cv)
and f (t)=n0 an Gn(t) # C(Av , Cv), then Av f d+=n0 ancn .
Corollary 2.1. Under the above identification,






: cn # Cn for all n0=
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is a commutative Cv -algebra. An element n=0 cn(z
nn !) is called a divided
power series.








The coefficients mx(n) were calculated by Thakur in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3 (Thakur [Th]). Let +x=n=0 mx(n)(z
nn !) # (kv[t])*
Cv such that Eq. (3) holds. Then
(1) mx(0)=1.




(&1) j (1&x&1) x& j
if c<r&1;
if c=r&1.
(3) mx(n)=0 if n is not one of the numbers listed in case (1) and
case (2) of this theorem.
Remark 2.1. From Theorem 2.3, we can see that
(1) If |x|1, +x is a measure on Av .
(2) If |x|<1, then +x is an h-admissible measure on Av , for any
integer hlogr |x&1|, where an h-admissible measure is actually an element
in the dual of the space of Ch-functions on Av as the current author
described in [Ya2]. Therefore we can integrate a Ch-function, hence a
locally analytic function on Av against +x .
(3) From (2) of this remark, we can calculate Av !B(t) d+x(t) for any
closed ball B, where !B(t) is the characteristic function on B, that is,
!B(t)={1, if t # B;0, if t  B.
The integral Av !B(t) d+x(t) is what should be the zeta measure +x on B.
By Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.1 in the following, we find that if B is a
closed ball of radius |?v |m, then there exists a unique a # B such that
degT (a)<dvm, and
0, if a=0;
+x(B)={x&degT (a)+x&dvm, if a{0 and is monic;x&dvm, if a{0 and is not monic.
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In the above, we recall dv=degT (?v) and ?v generates the prime ideal
corresponding to v.







(&1) j G*cr j+r j&1 x& j. (6)
Proposition 2.1. Let n=n0+n1 r+ } } } +nwrw, nw {0 in r-digit expan-
sion. The measure Gn* an be determined by the values of Gn* on the closed
balls Ba( |?v | m) with degT (a)<dvm (such an a exists uniquely for a closed
ball) as follows:
(1) For those balls Ba( |?v | m) satisfying dvm>w,
Gn*(Ba( |?v |m))=(&1)dvm G$r dv m&1&n(a).
(2) For those balls Ba( |?v |m) with dvmw, decompose Ba( |?v |m) as
Ba( |?v | m)=i Bai ( |?v |
l) such that dv l>w for each i, then
Gn*(Ba( |?v | m))=:
i
(&1)dv l G$rd v l&1&n(ai).




!Ba ( |?v|m)(t) dGn*(t)=(!Ba ( |?v|m)(t), Gn*)=an ,
where !Ba ( |?v|m)(t)=n0 an Gn(t) is an expansion in terms of the basis




G$r dv m&1&n(:) !Ba ( |?v|m)(:)
=(&1)dvm G$rdv m&1&n(a),
since rdvmrw+1>n, and :=a is the only element in Ba( |?v |m) with
degT (:)<dvm. K
Lemma 2.1. The measures G*cr j+r j&1 with 0cr&1 and j0 are
determined on the balls Ba( |?v | m) with a # A, degT (a)<dvm and dvm j+1
as follows:
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(1) If c=0, then
G*cr j+r j&1(Ba( |?v |m))={(&1)
j,
0,
if degT (a)< j;
if jdegT (a)<dvm.
(2) If 1cr&2, then
G*cr j+r j&1(Ba( |?v |m))={(&1)
j+1 sgn(a)r&c&1,
0,
if degT (a)= j;
otherwise,
where sgn(a) denotes the leading coefficient of a.
(3) If c=r&1, then
G*cr j+r j&1(Ba( |?v |m))={(&1)
j+1,
0,
if degT (a)< j+1;
if j+1degT (a)<dvm.
Proof. By (1) of Proposition 2.1, if dvm j+1, then
G*cr j+r j&1(Ba( |?v |m))=(&1)dv m G$r d v m&(c+1) r j (a).
If c=0, then rdvm&(c+1) r j=(r&1) rdvm&1+(r&1) rdvm&2+ } } } +(r&1) r j,
hence
G$rdv m&(c+1) r j=(E r&1dv m&1(a)&1)(E
r&1
dvm&2
(a)&1) } } } (E r&1j (a)&1),
therefore we get (1).
If 1cr&2, then rdvm&(c+1) r j = (r&1) rdv m&1 + (r&1) rdvm&2
+ } } } +(r&c&1) r j. Since 1r&c&1r&2,
G$rdv m&(c+1) r j (a)=(E r&1dvm&1(a)&1)(E
r&1
dv m&2
(a)&1) } } } E r&c&1j (a),
so (2) follows.
If c=r&1, then rdvm&(c+1) r j=rdvm&r j+1. Hence (3) follows from
(1). K
Theorem 2.4. The v-adic zeta function ‘v(xv , sv) with (xv , sv) # C_v _Sv





Proof. As the set of points s (k)v =(&k, &k) with k non-negative integers
is dense in Sv=Zp _Z(rdv&1), so for any given sv=(sv, 0 , sv, 1) # Zp_
Z(rdv&1), we can choose a sequence of non-negative integers [kn] such
that s(kn)v  sv . But the function ‘v(xv , sv) is continuous on the variable sv ,
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therefore ‘v(xv , sv) is the limit of ‘v(xv , s (kn)v ) as n  . Hence, if we can
prove ‘v(x, s (k)v )=Av_ t
k d+x(t)=Av !Av_(t) t
k d+x(t) for any non-negative
integer k, then the theorem follows, since the sequence of functions
[!Av_(t) t
kn]n0 converges to !Av_(t) t
&sv under the norm of LA1(Av) and
locally analytic functions on Av are integrable against the measure +x ,
where LA1(Av) denotes the space of locally analytic functions which have
the Taylor expansion in an arbitrary closed ball of radius |?v | inside Av ,
see [Am, Ya1] for the details about the locally analytic functions on Av
and the norm of LA1(Av). Here we need to notice that the function t&sv is
defined only for t # A_v .
Denote &j=r&1c=0 (&1)
j G*cr j+r j&1 for j0, then &j is a measure for each
j, so we can use Riemann sum to calculate the integral ?vAv t
k d&j (t)=
Av t
k!?v Av(t) d&j (t).
For any m with dvm j+1, we decompose Av into a disjoint union of
closed balls with radius |?v |m, then the Riemann sum for tk!?v Av(t) is
:
degT (a)<dv m







(&1) j G*cr j+r j&1(Ba( |?v |m)).
Let $ denote the summation over the elements in ?vAv . Then by Lemma


























a # A+, degT (a)= j
ak.

























&dv) z(x, &k)=‘v(x, s (k)v ),
and the theorem follows. K
THE ZETA MEASURE DEFINED ON Fr[T]
Unlike the number field case, the infinite place of k=Fr(T ) is completely
similar to the finite places of k. What we need to do is to set ?= 1T in k and
consider the ring A =Fr[?]=Fr[ 1T] instead of A=Fr[T]. Thus A and
k can also be viewed as the completions of A and k at the place ?, respec-
tively. Therefore, we have the constants [i ], L i , and Di
t
defined in terms
of the parameter ?= 1T for non-negative integers i. And in the same way, we







(t) using the new
parameter ?. So we have Theorem 2.1 for continuous functions from A
to k , and
v The space Meas(A , C) of C -valued measures on A is a
commutative C -algebra under the addition and multiplication described
in Section 1, and
Meas(A , C)={ :

n=0
cn G n*: cn is bounded in C for n0=$R,
where [G n*]n0 is dual to [G n]n0 and the isomorphism is given by
G n* [ znn ! for all integers n0.











: cn # C= .
Therefore, if we view + ()x in Eq. (4) as an element in (k[t])*C (the
tensor product is taken over k), then such a + ()x exists and is unique.
Since G n* are measures on A , we can calculate the values G n*(B)=
A !B(t) dG n*(t) in the same way as in Proposition 2.1 for a closed ball B
in A with dv in Proposition 2.1 replaced by d?=1.
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Denote for a # Fr ,
U ( f )a =[z # A : z#a mod ?], and Ua=[z # A : z#a mod ?].









Let & ()x # (k[t])*C be defined by
& ()x = :

k=1








Theorem 3.1. (1) For a # F_r , j0 and integer, then Ua t
j d& ()x (t)=
a jx&1‘(x, &j). In particular,
‘(x, &j)=|
U1
t j d(x& ()x )(t). (8)
(2) The integral over ?A is
|
?A







: j+ . (9)
Proof. (1) We have Ua t
j d& ()x (t)=k1 (&1)
k x&k Ua t
j dG *r k&1(t),
thus we need to calculate the integral Ua t
j dG *rk&1(t)=A t
j!Ua(t) dG *rk&1(t).
But G *r k&1 is a measure on A for every integer k1, therefore we can use
Riemann sum to calculate such integrals. Let A=i B:i ( |?|
m) be a
disjoint decomposition, where m is chosen such that mk, :i # A , and
deg?(:i)<m for each i. From Proposition 2.1 or Lemma 2.1,









: ji !Ua(: i) G *rk&1(B:i ( |?|
m))=(&1)k a j :
:
: j, (10)
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where the summation on the right side is taken over all : satisfying : # U ( f )1
and deg?(:)<k. Since this summation is independent of m with mk, it
is equal to Ua t
j dG *rk&1(t). Therefore Eq. (8) follows from Eq. (1$).
Part (2) is proved in the same way as (1). K
Remark 3.1. From the definition of & ()x , we know that &
()
x is in the
dual of the space of Ch-functions on A for any integer hlogr |x&1|
(see [Ya2]), therefore any locally analytic function on A is integrable
against & ()x .
Corollary 3.1. For (x, y)=s # S ,
‘(s)=‘(x, y)=|
U1
t&y d(x& ()x )(t).
Therefore, !U1(t) d(x&
()
x )(t) is the zeta measure on A .
Proof. This is the same as that of Theorem 2.4. K
Corollary 3.2. The integral of t j over A is
|
A




where $( j) is 1, if j#0 mod(r&1), and is 0, if j0 mod(r&1).
Proof. Calculate A t
j d(& ()x )(t) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Then
|
A




where the summation : is taken over all : # A with deg?(:)<k. On the
other hand, we get from Theorem 3.1
|
A





t j d(& ()x )(t)+|
?A


















Combining this with Eq. (11), we get the corollary. K
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4. COMPUTATION OF THE ZETA MEASURE ON Fr[T]
Let + ()x denote the zeta measure on A=Fr[T] , that is, the measure
in Eq. (4) of Section 1. Then
d+ ()x (t)=!U1(t) d(x&
()
x )(t)
from Section 3. We will compute the divided power series associated to
+()x : +
()
x W k0 mx(k)(z
kk !).
Recall A =Fr[?]=Fr[ 1T], and E n(t), G n(t) are the Carlitz polynomials
defined in terms of the parameter ? for all non-negative integers n. Denote
A +=[a # A : a is monic polynomial in ?].
Put
H si =E i (?
i+s).
Then H si are elements in A , and H
0
i =1 for each i, s by the properties of
the functions E i (t).
Lemma 4.1. We have the following formula:
:
deg? (a)=m




if k=kmrm+rm&1 for 0kmr&1;
otherwise.
Proof. As D. Thakur [Th] points out, the above formula can be proved
by using the formula in [Ca2, Theorem 6]. The following is a straightforward
verification.
Write k=k0+k1r+ } } } +kwrw in r-digit expansion, kw {0. If w>m,
then Ew(a)=0 for any a # A + with deg?(a)=m, thus a G k(a)=0 where
the summation a is taken over all a # A + with deg?(a)=m. Therefore we
need only consider the case when wm.
For wm, G k(x)=E kmm (x) E
km&1





(x) where k j=0 if j>w.
If a # A + with deg?(a)=m, then E m(a)=1, hence











G k&km rm(a), (12)
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where the summation a is taken over all a # A + with deg?(a)=m. Write a=








km&1 } } }
_(H m&11 +H
m&2












Since only the factor (H m0 +H
m&1






product involves with :0 # Fr , we sum up on :0 first. Let U=H m0 +
H m&10 :m&1+ } } } +H
1
0:1 , and notice that H
0
































Therefore (13) is reduced to
:




km&1 } } }
_(H m&11 +H
m&2




Continuing to sum up on :1 , ..., :m&1 , we see that : G k(a){0 if and only
if k0=k1= } } } =km&1=r&1, and in this case, it is equal to (&1)m.
Therefore we have the lemma. K
Lemma 4.2. If k<ri&1, then Si (k)=a ak=0, where the summation is
taken over all a # A+ with degT (a)=i.
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Proof. See Theorem 9-5 in [Ca1].
From the above lemma, we see that if k<ri&1, then a ((a) )k=






((a) )k x&degT (a) (15)
is a finite sum. For any integer d>0, let
A(d, j, :)= :
deg? (a)=d
a # U:
G j (a) (16)
for : # Fr and any integer j0. Then A(d, j, :)=: jA(d, j, 1), if : # F_r , and
A(d, j, 0)+ :
: # Fr
_







: j } :
deg? (a)=d
a # A +
G j (a).
Therefore we deduce from the above that
A(d, j, 0)=0 if j0 mod(r&1) (17)
and if j#0 mod(r&1), then




if j=crd+rd&1 with 0cr&1;
otherwise,
by Lemma 4.1. Thus
A(d, j, 1)={
A(d, j, 0)+(&1)d,
if j=rd+1&1 or rd&1;
A(d, j, 0),
if j#0 mod(r&1), j{rd+1&1, j{rd&1.
(18)
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Recall that + ()x =k0 mx(k) G *x W k0 mx(k)(z
kk !), so mx(k)=
A G k(t) d+
()
x (t). Since the integral of the power function t
k against + ()x





so that we can use the given integrals of power functions. We divide the
computation of mx(k) into three cases for k=k0+k1 r+ } } } +kwrw in
r-digit expansion, kw {0.













((a) ) i x&degT (a)=1.
by Eq. (15).















where the last equality holds because for : # A with deg?(:)<w, G k(:)=
E kww (:) E
kw&1
w&1(:) } } } E
k0
0 (:)=0.
If k0 mod(r&1), then k#f mod(r&1) for some integer f with
0< f<r&1, and








j + G j (1) :
deg? (:)=w
: # U0














j + A(w, k& j, 0)=\
k
j + A(w, k& f, 0),
where the last equality is due to Eq. (17).
If k#0 mod(r&1), then we use Eq. (18) to get
A(w, k, 1)=A(w, k, 0).
Therefore in this case, we have
mx(k)=A(w, k, 1) x&w=\kf+ A(w, k& f, 0) x&w, (19)
where f#k mod(r&1), and 0 f<r&1.

































=A(w, k, 1) x&w+(A(w+1, k, 1)+A(w, k, 1)) x&(w+1).
Applying Eq. (18), then we get
mx(k)=(A(w, k, 0)+(&1)w) x&w+(A(w+1, k, 0)+A(w, k, 0)) x&(w+1).
(20)
(If w=0, set A(w, k, 0)=0.)
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From Eqs. (19) and (20), the problem is reduced to computing
A(w, k& f, 0), A(w, rw+1&1, 0) and A(w+1, rw+1&1, 0).







r&1 + } } } +(&1)w+1 H w+10 } 1=0.
Proof. We apply induction on w.
For w=0, the equation is H 01?&H
1
0=0 which is clearly true.
Now assume the equation is true for w and less. We have the equations
for the Carlitz polynomials E i (t): E i (?t)=?E i (t)+(E i&1(t))r for integers












r&1 + } } } +(&1)w+2 H w+20 } 1
=?
r w+2&1












+ } } }
+(&1)w+1 ?H w1 ?
r&1











r&1 + } } } +(&1)w+1 H w+10 } 1=0,
the previous sum is
?
rw+2&1

















r&1 + } } } +(&1)w+1 H w+10 )
r
=0.
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
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a # A +










r&1 } } }
_(H w&11 +H
w&2














To find the summation on :1 # Fr , we need only consider the last two
factors of the product in the general terms.
Let B1=H w&11 +H
w&2






0 :w&1+ } } } +





































: i+ j1 ={&1,0,
if i= j=0, i+ j=r&1, or i= j=r&1;
otherwise.
Therefore the previous summation is equal to
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(&1) i, the above expression is
(&1) \ :i+ j=r&1 \
r&1










0 ) :w&1+ } } } +?
r+1:2)r&1).
Continue to sum up on :2 , ..., :w&1 , then
A(w, rw+1&1, 0)=(&1)w (?r&1+?r2&1+ } } } +?r w&1).
Similarly,
A(w+1, rw+1&1, 0)=(&1)w+1 (?r&1+?r 2&1+ } } } +?r w+1&1).
Take into consideration for w=0, we get
Lemma 4.4. The following formulas hold:
A(w, rw+1&1, 0)={
(&1)w (?r&1+?r2&1+ } } } +?rw&1),
if w>0;
0, if w=0.
A(w+1, rw+1&1, 0)=(&1)w+1 (?r&1+?r2&1+ } } } +?r w+1&1).
Recall k=k0+k1 r+ } } } +kwrw in r-digit expansion and kw {0. In
Case 2, k{rw+1&1. If k0 mod(r&1), then k#f mod(r&1) for some f
with 0< f<r&1. If this k also satisfies k& f= fwrw+ } } } + f1r+ f0 and
fw=0, then we must have k& f=rw&1, and ( kf )=(
r w+ f&1
f )=0 which
implies mx(k)=0. Therefore, let us assume
k& f= fwrw+ } } } + f1r+ f0 with fw {0 in r-digit expansion,
and set
li=r&1& fi for 0iw.
Lemma 4.5 (Goss). Let 01 , 02 be two fields over Fr . Let W01 be a
finite dimensional Fr -vector space of dimension n and let [L1 , ..., Lt] be
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Proof. See [Go2, Sect. 8.8.] K
Lemma 4.6. If A(w, k& f, 0){0, then l0+l1+ } } } +lw=r&1.
Proof. Calculate for A(w, k& f, 0),
A(w, k& f, 0)=& :
deg? (a)=w&1
a # A +














Because E j (x), 0 jw&1, are Fr -linear maps, therefore
fw&1+ } } } + f1+ f0<(w&1)(r&1)
O A(w, k& f, 0)=0,
by Lemma 4.5. Hence fw&1+ } } } + f1+ f0(w&1)(r&1). From the
assumption fw>0 and k& f#0 mod(r&1), we now deduce that
fw+ } } } + f1+ f0=w(r&1) which gives the lemma. K
Lemma 4.7. Let k& f= fwrw+ } } } + f1r+ f0 with fw {0 is an r-digit
expansion, where f is an integer such that 0< f<r&1 and k& f#0
mod(r&1) as before. Then
A(w, k& f, 0)=(&1)w \r&1&l1l0 +\
r&1&l2
l0+l1 + } } } \
r&1&lw&1
l0+l1+ } } } +lw&2 +
_?l1(?r+1) l2 } } } (?rw&1+ } } } +r+1) lw.
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Proof. Notice that k{rw+1&1 in this lemma, so k& f{rw+1&1 and
k& f{rw&1 by the definition of f. Therefore, in the following expression
A(w, k& f, 0)= :
deg? (a)=w&1
a # A
G k& f (?a)
=(&1) :
deg? (a)=w&1
a # A +











fw&1 } } }
_(H w&11 +H
w&2














not all of the exponents are equal to r&1. We begin the summation with






















i + (H w&11 +H w&21 :w&1+ } } } +H 11:2) f1&i








Since not al the fj ’s are equal to r&1, the ‘‘Remainder’’ will be equal to 0
when summed over some :j with fj {r&1, so we don’t worry about this
constant.





i + (H w&11 +H w&21 :w&1+ } } } +H 11 :2)r&1&l1&i
_\r&1&l0r&1&i + (H w0 +H w&10 :w&1+ } } } +H 20 :2) i&l0 ?r&1&l1&i?l1.
(22)
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As ( r&1&l0r&1&i )=(
r&1&l0
i&l0 )=(&1)


















_\ il0 + (&H w0 &H w&10 :w&1& } } } &H 20:2) i&l0 ? l1













Now continue the summation over :2 , ..., :w&1 . Because of Lemma 4.6, we













therefore A(w, k& f, 0) will be computed as in the lemma. K
So we complete the calculation of the zeta measure, and state the result
as
Theorem 4.1. The measure + ()x W k0 mx(k)(z
kk !) is determined by
(1) mx(0)=1.
(2) mw(k)=1 for 1kr&2.
(3) mx(r&1)=1+(&1) ?r&1x&1.
(4) If k=kwrw+ } } } +k1r+k0 with kw>0 and k{rw+1&1, then
take f#k mod(r&1), 0 f<r&1. Let k& f=(r&1&l0)+(r&1&l1) r
+ } } } +(r&1&lw) rw. Then






l0+l1 + } } }
_\ r&1&lw&1l0+l1+ } } } +lw&2+ ?( i1 [(r
w+1&1&k+ f )r i])x&w.
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(5) If k=rw+1&1, w>0, then
mx(k)=(&1)w (1+?r&1+ } } } +?r
w&1) x&w+(&1)w+1 ?rw+1&1x&(w+1).
Due to the recent work by S. Jeong [Je] and B. Snyder [Sn], we know
that C(Av , kv) has a canonical basis obtained from hyperdifferential
operators via ‘‘Digit Principle’’ (see [Co]). This basis is called the ‘‘Digit
Derivative’’ basis of the space C(Av , kv). As the space of kv -valued
measures on Av is the dual of C(Av , kv), it is interesting to see the zeta
measures +x (or + ()x ) discussed in this paper being expressed in terms of
the dual basis of the Digit Derivative basis instead of the Carlitz basis for
|x|1. At a finite place v of k with the degree of v equal to 1, B. Snyder
[Sn] computed the divided power series associated to +x in terms of the
dual basis of the Digit Derivative basis, and found that it is the same as
that in Thakur’s theorem (Theorem 2.3). In the case of infinity place of k,
a similar computation to this paper might work with Carlitz basis replaced
by the Digit Derivative basis. In the general case, more things need to be
done.
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